Martin

We´re the Paris you´re looking for …
We invite you to experience the flavors, secrets stories and the
charming aspects of Paris. We recommend you to join us on your
first day in Paris, because we´ll open the city for you on
perspective like never before. Well also advice you to make the
most of the city during your stay and well be available in case
you need us. Welcome to Paris by Martin & friends, your
friends in Paris.

I m a dreamer by nature. I have
been living in Paris downtown
for years now, I m a musician
and an entrepreneur (in some
way), a storyteller and art lover.
I love making new friends and
sharing my findings about the
history of Paris and its hidden
stories after years of research and
digging alongside historians and
passionate friends. Sharing those
hidden secrets, the french flavors
and meeting people are part of
some of my biggest dreams ever.
Welcome to my dream, maybe
your dream is just around the
corner. Paris is yours!

We´re your friend in town…
This is not only a tour, is much more than that, like 10 tours in one and its for a lifetime. This is a host concept. Maybe
your best investment when travelling.This is something never done before. You only have to do a tour and you´ll
become part of our club, our friend, our community and we will be you friend for a lifetime. We like to call our tours,
« opening tours » because we create « parisian beasts », our tours are only 10% of what you can get from us if you
are wise using us, to become better than a local during your stay and every time you come back to Paris. Today is
Paris by Martin & Friends but after our tour the adventure continues and you will be able to « own » the city. It will be
then, Paris by you and friends, family and well support you to build up your own personal relationship with Paris. Well
be there in case you need us**.

E-BIKE TOUR

DAY WALKING
TOUR

NIGHT PICNIC
TOUR

Rates: on request

Rates: on request

Rates: on request

Time: 10am or 3pm

Time: 10am or 3pm

Time: 8pm*

Languages: english,
spanish, portuguese.

Languages: english,
spanish, portuguese.

Languages:
spanish.

Lenght: 3.5 hours
(usually last more, so
it is adviced not to set
appointments up to 1
or 2 more hours after
the tour just in case)

Lenght:
3
hours
(usually last more, so
it is adviced not to set
appointments up to 1
or 2 more hours after
the tour just in case)

Lenght:
3
hours
(usually last more, so
it is adviced not to set
appointments up to 1
or 2 more hours after
the tour just in case)

Routing: changes all
the time! Having fun is
our goal! Wishes?

Routing: changes all
the time! Having fun is
our goal! Wishes?

Routing: changes all
the time! Having fun is
our goal! Wishes?

english,

PRIVATE TOUR !
Rates: on request
Time:10am, 3 & 8pm
Languages: english,
spanish, portuguese.
Lenght: 4 or 6 hours
(usually last more, so
it is adviced not to set
appointments up to 1
or 2 more hours after
the tour just in case)
Routing: is up to you,
and only you. We can
help to chossing!
OPCIONALS: picnic
and/or e-bikes

Meeting point: it changes all the time, we will confirm it on an email sent to you
before the tour date. If any changes happend we´ll let you know asap.
Please try to be on time at the meeting spot. If you are delayed please call
+33220597357 (main) or +33613932316 (1st option for walking tours) or
+33651643546 (1st option for e-bike tours). We can wait for you up to 30
minutes depending on the criteria of the rest of the participants. After that
period you will be consider a NO SHOW and you will be charge 100% of your
reservation. For further information, check our service conditions.
*Winter: tours time schedule could change due to the daylight hours range.

Conditions
All services must be reserved at least 24hs before the wished date and time. After that period we could
accept reservations according and subject to our availability and criteria. In that case, for last minute
requests, please call to the phones published/informed below. There are no exceptions for these
conditions described below in this section, even for last minute requests.
If you are late for your tour or you have troubles to find the meeting point, please give us a call to
+33620597357 or +33613932316 or +33651643546. If were not picking up the phone in one of these
phones try the other ones. You can cancel up to one week prior to the tour at no charge (except for
those fees related to means of payment, banks, and our administration costs or other due to time and
fees that provokes your cancellation). After that period and up to 72hs before your tour, you will be
charged 50% of the total mount of your reservation. Were a small company and in order to guarantee
your spots we refuse other reservations that we cannot recover later on. After that period and/or not
showing up (no show), and/or showing up partially (part of the group : means you pay for the rest of
the group no showing-up cause we loose those spots) and/or being late more than 30 minutes and/or
refusing to start o continue the service, means that we have the right to charge you 100% of the total
amount of your reservation with no exception. If we, Paris by Martin (MP Associes SARL) are late for
some reason, you accept to wait for us for the same period, up to 30 minutes. After that period you will be
able to decide if you want your money back or giving us some more time to get there (in this last case and
if we are able to do the tour, some compensations will be offered by us to you according to our criteria
and no negative comments will be published in this matter as well for the 1st case if it is a case of force
majeure). In the case you accept the conditions in a time when it is already considered as
« penalties/charges » time, you asume and accept that, that is your condition, for the situations and
periods described and therefore you will be charged as explained.
In order to confirm your reservation we will ask you at least: 1-CONTACT INFORMATION IN PARIS
- to provide full information of your hotel or appartment in Paris including the surname and/or surnames
which you are registered in that place and at least 1 cell phone working in Paris, 2-ACCEPTANCE OF
CONDITIONS - to accept our conditions (includes the cancellation policy) by e-mail (emails are
considered legal documents in France as well as sms). The fact of sending an email requesting a tour
date and time after we sent you (previously) an email with availability and conditions means that you have
accepted our conditions (that always includes reservation and cancellation policies already described). 3DOWNPAYMENT: the partial or full payment of your services according to our company criteria for every
particular case (you must confirm the amount with Paris by Martin (MP Associes SARL) before sending
the payment (if you send a payment with out asking and checking cannot be considered as a full filled
condition).
Not accepting part and/or all of these conditions means that your spots are not guaranteed and that we
will not wait for you at the meeting point. If you show up without having a confirmed reservation means
that you accept from that moment all these conditions. Paris by Martin (MP Associes SARL) reserves the
right to choose to do the tour or not. If we agree to do a service for you, we will ask writen aceptance of
our conditions (SMS to +33620597357 and/or email to mpassocies@gmail.com ) or any other request
according to our criteria to prove you showed up.
Due to the increasing amount of people with medical conditions « in the last minute » before the tour,
we let you know that is not a valid reason to avoid the cancellation fees. We are refusing a high
number of reservations to guarantee your spots that we cannot recover. If you send us your valid official
french medical certificate the same day that you were supposed to do the tour we may offer you a
reduction of the cancellation fees that will never exceed 20% of the total amount and we can send you an
invoice for you to try to recover your cancellation fees via your Credit Cards cancellation insurances.
We do not cancel due to rain, wind or cold weather. We lend you gloves, raincoats and/or umbrellas
depending on the type of tour and also electric heated vests if temperature is lower than 6ºC during the
whole tour. Cosyness is guaranteed! Only Paris by Martin (MP Associes SARL) can cancel a tour or a
service due to weather conditions according to the company criteria. IF it´s a picnic tour and it is to cold to
do the picnic, we will give you « our fancy doggy bags » so you can enjoy at home after the tour.
Tracing the tour on apps or other means, as well as filming, recording audio during the tour is
banned. Playing or selling or sharing what we offer - be it partly or wholly - is prohibited, as everthing its
protected by the intellectual and brand property law. Paris by Martin (MP Associes SARL) may allow
exceptional activities of this kind only for our company benefit or for personal porpuses only (non
commercial and/or profit) if you do formaly request so in advance.
Paris by Martin is a brand used by MP Associes SARL which is the only responsible for any services
provided. That responsibility is limited by the french law. Any legal action or disagreement will be solved
in the Parisian justice courts. The company is only responsible for the tour service during the pre-agreed
schedule. Everything before or after the time schedule must considered as good will free non commercial
bonuses and cannot be included as negative aspects in comments and/or reviews in any support. Those
bonuses will not be considered for legal claims of any kind.
**Only emergency calls when calling to our official phones from 10pm to 9am.
**Friendship has a limit and is subjective and cannot be subjet to legal terms.
**Calling, texting, and other ways of communication are subject to availability.
All displayed pictures, illustrations, design, etc are rights reserved.

